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metabolic orientation and neurological processes of the body and molecular structure. As
these physical
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will help stimulate neurological sensitivities to translating and perceiving information from the
Sth and
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that allow the neurological and metabolic functions of the body to expand. THE 5
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Frequeny Fence" bio-neurologically induced mind control program, through which the
Armageddon scenario can
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to create BIO-NEUROLOGICAL EM BLOCKAGES TO DNA ACTIVATION. If we take the
initiative
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glandular systems. New neuro-passageways, nerve endings and brain-chemical combinations
develop, the body
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Through preparing the neurological structure and body to hold the faster moving wave
spectra
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aspect of the neurological structure, dormant DNA codes and higher dimensional levels of
consciousness.

expansion within the neurological structure, DNA and conscious awareness, gently leading
one forward toward
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perceptual and bio-neurological limitations through using its conscious power to activate the
dormant
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the operational bio-neurological structure through the manifest DNA, and so regulates the
level,
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53, 54, 55 neurological structure, 16, 17, 46 Nirvanic Mind, 33, 41 p particle
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process through my neurological structure in the form of electrical impulse. Through the
natural

Communicationan electronic, bio-neurological language that represents only one rudimentary
application of Keylon tic
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human brain and neuro logical structures. 11
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is altered. The neurological structure then processes this altered code and, through the
intrinsic

manipulations. As the neurological structure processes the altered codes, the individual will
perceive outside
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build the necessary neurological and chemical structures that will allow the "flow" of
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manufactures new, minute neurotransmitters and nerve networks to accommodate the
altered DNA imprint. Your
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receivers" to the neurological structure and strengthen the nerve fibers to be able to
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biology evolved the neurological and physiological structures of the body grew, new Keylonta
code
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out by Visitors. NEUROLOGICAL STIMULATION Some "crop formations" serve the purpose of
stimulating

accelerating the subtle neurological structures of the local inhabitants, while others serve to
repress,
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depression, substance abuse, neurosis, psychosis, and many other physiological disorders can
be directly traced
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of the body"s neurological or cellular structure. You are interpreting the results of your
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chemical, hormonal, and neurological systems of the body all translated into language that
the
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the brain and neurological structure to create a working comprehension of the mind and
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physical brain and neurological structure. Portions of the Reasoning Mind exist within the
structures
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Mind with new neuro-passageways that will allow you to enter into the Cellular
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circuit their own neurological structure And it can go anywhere from chemical imbalances
into
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this process your neuro, logical system will begin to develop greater sensitivity to reading
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further develops the neurological structure to detect and distinguish between subtle-energy
frequencies. B.
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you train your neurological structure to become sensitized to projecting consciousness into a
space
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With practice, your neurological system will become sensitized to high-frequency scanning
and you
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override the bio-neurological block intruder visitors use to immobilize their I bductees. It
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frequencies. B.
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you train your neurological structure to become sensitized to projecting consciousness into a
space

With practice, your neurological system will become sensitized to high-frequency scanning
and you
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focus", once the neurological structure grows accustomed to its new "direct current
translation"
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override the bio-neurological block intruder visitors use to im mobilize their abductees. It
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vascular, respiratory and neurological systems. The only difference between a "mortal" being
and
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their natural bio-neurological communication lines. • Following their 2668BC Djoser Invasion
of Egypt,
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Matrix, a Bio-neurological Mass Mind-control Program run via the Alpha-Omega Collective,
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translate through the neurological structure of the human into conscious perception. DNA
particles breaking
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of the body"s biochemicallneuro-electrical functions. Following these erroneous beliefs they
draw an equally
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the DNA and neurological structure. When Guardian groups locate such infiltrate individuals,
they orchestrate
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under subliminal, bio-neurological Resistance control. If you allow this experiment to take
place,

under the bio-neurological block of the Frequency Fence and will become subliminally
controlled
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of the bio-neurological structure. Zeta Seal releases with assembly of realigned fourth DNA
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as a bio-neurological perceptual block, through which the human conscious and sub-
consciousness

reinforce the bio-neurological programming of the Frequency Fence. The Resistance will
attempt to

affecting the bio-neurological system, by building this natural immunity before the EM pulse
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through their operational neurological system, into conscious perception). 30. January 2013:
Keepers of the
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of the physical neuro-networks in my manifest form temporarily shut down, conveniently
shifting
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patterns via bio-neurological blocking into a selected frequency range within which the 8.

the 8. bio-neurological scalar pulse transmission 241
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their natural bio-neurological communication lines. • Following their 2668 BC Djoser
Invasion of
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Matrix, a Bio-neurological Mass Mind-control Program run via the Alpha-Omega Collective,
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combined with induced neurochemical compounds to "force" RIT subjects "out of body"
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Dracos-Zeta bio-neurological mind control. • Major Earth changes will occur on the
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Humans as their neurological structures adjust to the new electromagnetic pulsation rhythms
of the
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body and bio-neurological structure of the body are not prepared to synthesize the
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bio-chemical and neurological symptoms. In bodies that are unprepared to receive the
increase
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DNA, hormones and neuro-networks, which allows for atoms In one space-time-vector
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will help your neurological mind, your linear mind, understand the reasons why you
participate
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neutralize the • neurological structures of an attacker. Language can activate or shut down
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the Jha-Fa Neuro-geleziac field of cold-liquid-vapor gas-gel. Often called
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God" *The Neuro-geleziac Jha-Fa: inner-surface= ""The Guff Hollow Body"
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passages" within the neurological circuitry, allowing those who carry them to receive
protected, electronically-

biologically receive and neurologically translate information transmitted on the GA-MCEO
data-stream ,
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interfaces with your neuro-networks, one thing it does is it"s starts to crash
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is called the neuro-gel void ... it actually appears as a void space,

is known as neuro-geleziac radiation field So it is a radiation field, but
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which is a neurogel state but it appears as white space ... as, like
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time, when your neuro-networks are being redone, where you don"t really have access
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is called a neuro-gel field It"s a, neuro-plasma is one of the

field It"s a, neuro-plasma is one of the types of primal radiation that
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recounting a particular neurosurgeon"s "interesting" conclusions on the origins and functions
of the
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genetic Overlay and Neuro-networks, which should have been opened during Fetal
Integration but
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open within the neuro-network structure, the Round-3/Probabi/ity-6 Aurora Continuum

the newly developing neuro-networks associated with the Aurora Continuum Biological
Frequency Platforms will
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the faster your neuro-networks and DNA/RNA/EGO will activate to engage the

and to amplify neuro-network I DNA/RNA/EGO activation and conscious engagement with
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open within the neuro-network structure the Round-31 Probabi/ity-6 Aurora Continuum
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the newly developing neuro-networks associated with the Aurora Continuum Biological
Frequency Platforms will
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System. Where the neuro-networks that would normally go with that other alignment, do

can open new Neuro Networks, even if you"re a million years old. So, (

Atmic Mental-Body neuro-networks. It also has to do with what chemicals form
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open the new neuro networks that correspond with the natural Shield, which is this
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D-3 level neuro-networks, that are associated with being able to fulfill the
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open within the neuro-network structure, the Round-3/Probability-6 Aurora Continuum
Biological

the newly developing neuro-networks associated with the Aurora Continuum Biological
Frequency Platforms will
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into the Secondary Neuro-circuitry in "coma state." Possessor first takes over Etheric

the dormant Secondary Neurocircuitry and into a "coma state," and possessor gains first

control of Primary Neuro-circuitry and embodiment. Possessor progressively "blends" the
organic identity"s

from the Primary Neuro-circuitry with its own, progressively "adopting the cloak" of
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state" in Secondary Neurocircuitry. 3) 1st Peace Period - Rebalancing Stage (6/2509-

the dormant Secondary Neuro-circuitry are progressively pulled out of body into Jha-DA

into the Primary Neurocircuitry of the physical body, displacing the possessor identity into
the

the dormant Secondary Neuro-circuitry. Possessor temporarily enters "coma state" and the
disoriented

identity reclaims Primary Neurocircuitry. The newly-embodied and retrieved organic identity
balances in the

possessor and Secondary Neurocircuitry reawakens; body engages frequency overload via
electrical surge and Bhardoah
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Primary and Secondary Neuro-circuitry- personality chaos in body, bipolarity, etc. 3) Mini-
Death
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yas Body Secondary Neuro-circuitry,‖ ―Wings of Angels‖ 1st Ah-yas Phasing; the

VA‘-yas Secondary Neuro-circuitry to allow faster/safer Extraction to occur within Ah-

Opening the Secondary Neuro-circuitry & Expedited Reclamation; 3. The Wings of Angels:
First
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Dermis of skin. Neuroepithelium of sense organs. Fibrous tunic and vascular tunic of eye.
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-Chi-TEi Neuronal Template Activation). Welcome Newcomers Orientation- Main Ballroom
Breakfast in the

Personal & Planetary Neuroplasticity, AL-Hum-Bhra Passages, Waters of E-LAI-sa& the

ofTan-Chi-TEi Neuronal Template Act ivation). B. "Journey to the Waters of
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Tan-Chi-TEi Neuronal Template. Dinner in Ballroom South ARhAyas: Tan-Tri-Ahura
Teachings"

Tan-Chi-TEi Neuronal Template, Vagal Stimulation, He/io-Toning, Breath and AE-Conscious

of Tan-ChiTEi Neuronal Template Activation). Also, preparation for Monday 5/27/2013
Myakka

Tan-Chi-TEi Neuronal Template Transmission/ Activation for those desiring participation).
Breakfast in the

Tan-Chi-TEi Neuronal Template Transmission/Activation -transmitted from Sun- 8 Silver Seed

Tan-Chi-TEi Neuronal Template Activation). A. "E-LAi-slan Tan-Chi-TEl
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media/full/173380 neurons; neuroplasticity A schematic shows neurons and a synapse
(inset).

A schematic shows neurons and a synapse (inset). Neurons respond to new information

synapse (inset). Neurons respond to new information acquired through learning and other
activities

process known as neuroplasticity. The Tan-Tri-Ahura Teachings-The Path of Bio-Spiritual
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wikipedia.org/wiki/Neuron Receptor I A signal propagating down an axon to the
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""" General Neuronal Circuitry of the Brain Excerpt: http://weill.cornell.edu/research/
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Generalized Depiction: Neuronal Circuitry of the Body Excerpt:
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Interface with the Neuronal Circuitry of the Brain Conceptual Depiction http://www.sibr.cmu.
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phase-bonded into Neuron nerve cells via their Axon (protoplasmic protrusion extending from

body of a neuron nerve cell). The E-LAi-sian Axon Bond is theorized

and permeating the neurons, axons and dendrites of the neuronal structure, which stimulates
the

dendrites of the neuronal structure, which stimulates the potentialities of Neuroplasticitv
(growth of

the potentialities of Neuroplasticitv (growth of new and enhanced biological and/or
Trvetophasic

and/or Trvetophasic neuronal circuitry) within the neuronal networks of the Central and
Autonomic

circuitry) within the neuronal networks of the Central and Autonomic Nervous System. It is

theorized that new neuronal circuitry grown through E-LAi-sian Stimulation of neurons
through

sian Stimulation of neurons through the E-LAi-sian Axon Bonding rM process, awakens

Encoding of the Neuronal Encryption in the Tan-Chi·TEi Neuronal Template Plasma

Chi·TEi Neuronal Template Plasma Blueprint: General Process Theory 1. As the E-

Tan-Chi-TEi Neuronal Template of the Outer Chismatic Field, the Heliochroic Currents then

and its corresponding Neuron. 2. As additional E-LAi-sian Heliochroic Currents flow into

Tan-Chi-TEi Neuronal Template, for every 1 existing Neuron/Axon Plasma Blueprint, 3

every 1 existing Neuron/Axon Plasma Blueprint, 3 Replica Trvptophasic Neurons/Axons are
formed/

3 Replica Trvptophasic Neurons/Axons are formed/grown within the Tan-Chi-TEi Neuronal

Tan-Chi-TEi Neuronal Template. 3. The 3 new Tryptophasic Neurons "in-phase"

3 new Tryptophasic Neurons "in-phase" together around the Plasma Blueprint of the

of the existing Neuron/Axon, forming a spinning Tryptoplasmic E·LAi-sa Plasma-

of the existing Neuron/Axon. 4. The spinning E-LAi-sa Flame radiation field

permeates the existing neuron/axon Blueprint, makes 3 replica-imprints of the original"s
geleziac-

to the original neuron/axon Blueprint, then transmutes to trvetonic plasma-vapor any
portions

Tan-Chi-TEi Neuronal Template, the organic Plasma Blueprint upon which the biological
Neuronal

which the biological Neuronal Structure manifests is restored to its organic Krystic potential



and
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Activation of the Neuronal Cathedral-Cluster Power-Phase Plasma Blueprint within the Tan-
Chi-

Tan-Chi-TEi Neuronal Template.: General Process Theory 5. Following Tryptophasic
Restoration/E-LAi-

Tan-Chi-TEi Neuronal Template, the Tryptoplasmic E-LAi-sa Plasma-Flame radiation field

of the existing Neurons "out-phases", each E-LAi-sa Plasma-Flame field

3 new Tryptophasic Neurons that had "in-phas~" to form the E-LAi-

outphase", the existing neuron Blueprint has expanded to four times its original
quantumprocessing-capacity

3 new Tryptophasic Neurons). There are now 4 identical restored/encoded neurons, for every

identical restored/encoded neurons, for every 1 original neuron within the Tan-Chi-TEi

every 1 original neuron within the Tan-Chi-TEi Neuronal Template Plasma Blueprint. 6.

Tan-Chi-TEi Neuronal Template Plasma Blueprint. 6. The 3 new tryptophasic neuron Plasma

3 new tryptophasic neuron Plasma Blueprints surround the original-restored neuron Plasma
Blueprint in

the original-restored neuron Plasma Blueprint in a "triangular configuration" while
simultaneously "

the central original neuron Blueprint, forming a Tryptophasic Neuronal Cluster . While
"embraided",

forming a Tryptophasic Neuronal Cluster . While "embraided", the 3 tryptoplasmic neurons "

the 3 tryptoplasmic neurons "in-phase" and "vapor-spark", releasing the Tryptoplasmic

on the original neuron Plasma Blueprint within the Neuronal Cluster. 7. Release of the

Blueprint within the Neuronal Cluster. 7. Release of the Tryptoplasmic Seal on the original

on the original neuron Plasma Blueprint stimulates/opens the dormant Tryptophasic
Membranes within the

Tan-Chi-TEi Neuronal Template, opening the Atmic/Telluric Trypton Barrier between the
Tan-

Tan-Chi-TEi Neuronal Template and the Telluric Bioneural Circuitry. Opening of the
Atmicffelluric

and the Bio-neuronal System. 8. Once the personal AI-Hum-Bhra Passages are

opened, each Tryptophasic Neuron Cluster Blueprint in the Tan-Chi-TEi Neuronal Template
draws

Tan-Chi-TEi Neuronal Template draws into, through the Chismatic Field, a "droplet"

into central original neuron Blueprint of the Neuronal Cluster, the tryptophase droplet also
replicates

Blueprint of the Neuronal Cluster, the tryptophase droplet also replicates the encryption of
the



the restored-original neuron Blueprint and "Plasm-Phase-Shifts" to form a "

"5th tryptophasic neuron/axon" Plasma Blueprint, also located within the "central position"

the restored-original neuron within the Neuronal Cluster. 9. The vibrational interaction
between the

neuron within the Neuronal Cluster. 9. The vibrational interaction between the transposed,
centrally positioned

"5th tryptophasic neuron" and "restored-original-neuron" Blueprints causes the axon of

"restored-original-neuron" Blueprints causes the axon of the 5th tryptophasic neuron to

the 5th tryptophasic neuron to "plasma-spark", releasing a Trypton Crystal (crystallized

point of the Neuronal Cluster Blueprint. The Tan-Tri-Ahura Teachings- The Path of
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point of the Neuron Cluster Blueprint causes the "5th tryptophasic neuron" to rapidly

"5th tryptophasic neuron" to rapidly spasm{contract inward, then release/expand outward to

outer triangulating tryptophasic neurons of the Neuronal Cluster Blueprint. As the 5th
tryptophasic neuron

neurons of the Neuronal Cluster Blueprint. As the 5th tryptophasic neuron spasms/contracts
inward,

the 5th tryptophasic neuron spasms/contracts inward, then releases/expands outward, a "E-

Crystal of the Neuronal Cluster. 11. Release of the E-LAi-sa Burst causes

causes the entire Neuronal Cluster Blueprint (4 tryptophasic neurons plus 1 restored-original

(4 tryptophasic neurons plus 1 restored-original neuron) to spasm/contract inward into

1 restored-original neuron) to spasm/contract inward into the central Trypton Crystal, then

Crystal of the Neuronal Cluster Blueprint picks up a quantum/cluster of Tryptite Plasma-

Vapor-Sparks. The Neuronal Cluster Blueprint then releases/expands back outward into the
Tan-

and the entire Neuronal Cluster Blueprint "plasma-phase-shifts" and transfigures into a"~

transfigures into a"~ Neuron Neuronal Cathedral-Cluster Power-Phase Plasma Blueprint
within the Tan-

Tan-Chi-TEi Neuronal Template. 12. At the center-point of the Neuronal Cathedral

point of the Neuronal Cathedral Cluster Power-Phase Blueprint, the restored-original neuron
Blueprint

the restored-original neuron Blueprint emerges surrounded by an E·LAi-sa Standing-

center of the Neuronal Cathedral-Cluster Blueprint opens the Tryptoplasmic Seal and AL-
Hum-

the 4 tryptophasic neurons and 1 restored-original neuron Blueprints, which enables the
central

1 restored-original neuron Blueprints, which enables the central Neuron Blueprint to
transduce/down-



enables the central Neuron Blueprint to transduce/down-step/out-step the first of

Tan-Chi-TEi Neuronal Template and into the "physicai"/Bio-neuronal Structure, engaging

"physicai"/Bio-neuronal Structure, engaging the 1st level of Bio/ogica//Bio-Neuronai/

Bio/ogica//Bio-Neuronai/Bio-Chemica/lnterface with the E-LAi-sa Power-Phase
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The Neuronal Cathedral-Cluster Power-Phase Plasma Blueprint of the Tan-Chi-

Tan-Chi-Tei Neuronal Template Plasma Stand-Wave E"LAi-sa Sheathe E"-LAi-sa

Crystal Restored original Neuron Blueprint I 4 Tryptophasic Neuron Blueprint & their
corresponding +-----

I 4 Tryptophasic Neuron Blueprint & their corresponding +----- Axon-Strands Restored -
Original

Restored - Original Neuron Template an E"-LAi-sa Axon-Strand Bonded Axon E"-

sa Axon Bonded Neuron Blueprint of the Tan-Chi-TEi Neuronal Template, into the

Tan-Chi-TEi Neuronal Template, into the corresponding Biological Neuron - Opening the
Biological

the corresponding Biological Neuron - Opening the Biological Structure to E"-LAi-sa Power-
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Tan-Chi-TEi Neuronal Template Activation). Tan-Chi-TEi Neuronal Template Activation
Sequence-1:

Tan-Chi-TEi Neuronal Template Activation Sequence-1: "The E"LAi-sian Axon Bond

Activation of the Neuronal Cathedral-Cluster Power-Phase Blueprint Technique 3: Cellular
Breathing and

Tan-Chi-TEi Neuronal Template Activation Seguence-2: "The E-LAi-sian Power-

Tan-Chi-TEi Neuronal Template Activation Sequence-3: 11Activating the E-LAi-sian Seal
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Tan-Chi-TEi Neuronal Template Activation Technique Sequence-2) Technique-4: Activation
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brain cells and neuronal pathways. Brain cells start to divide and make connections, creating

connections, creating the neuronal circuitry of the brain, approximately 6 months into
embryonic development

the basic genetic neurological heritage is formed; this reportedly makes up about 50% of

of adult brain neuronal circuitry, the "nature" aspect of formative neurological development..
As

aspect of formative neurological development.. As we grow from infancy through
adolescence and interface

thoughts, beliefs.) more neuronal pathways form through interacting with this stimuli of
experience, perception

of adult brain neuronal circuitry, the "nurture" aspect of formative neurological development.
Different

aspect of formative neurological development. Different neuronal pathways form in relation
to different stimuli,



neurological development. Different neuronal pathways form in relation to different stimuli,
so experiences during

inherent to adult neurological system. Before discovery of neuroplasticity potentialities,
science believed that neurogenesis

Before discovery of neuroplasticity potentialities, science believed that neurogenesis slowed
down early in life

science believed that neurogenesis slowed down early in life and stopped completely by
adolescence,

by adulthood the neuronal networks, and the cognitive/perceptual filters and bio-electrical-
impulse/

the "hardwired neuronal circuitry" of the brain and nervous system. This "nature"(

stimuli) "hardwired" neuronal circuitry formed in childhood sets the perceptual filters, and
neurological,

perceptual filters, and neurological, psychological, emotional and biochemical "lens, response
patterns and information

the process of neurogenesis ceases in adolescence, the potentials of the adult biology,
psychology

and genetic foundational neurological structure. The potentialities of neuroplasticity lend a
promise of freedom

The potentialities of neuroplasticity lend a promise of freedom through which the adult
biology,

of new adaptive neuronal pathways and minimization of maladaptive foundational neuronal
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of maladaptive foundational neuronal pathways, and their corresponding autonomic
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"fixed hardwired neuronal circuitry of the brain and nervous system", can be progressively

repatterned" through induced neurogenesis, to achieve positive change within adult biology,
psychology and physiology.

physiology. Potentialities of neuroplasticity were discovered in the 1990"s through the
invention of

science observed that neurogenesis (formation of new brain cells and neural connections)
occurs

that the formative neurological structure is not "permanently hardwired or fixed", but rather

ongoing process of neurogenesis. Building upon the scientific discovery of ongoing
neurogenesis, and previous

discovery of ongoing neurogenesis, and previous knowledge indicating that from the age of
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through adolescence, further neurogenesis occurs through exposure to environmental stimuli
(events, sensations, actions,

ideas, thoughts, beliefs), neuroplasticity theory indicates that new adaptive neuronal
pathways can be grown,

that new adaptive neuronal pathways can be grown, and old maladaptive neuronal pathways
can

and old maladaptive neuronal pathways can be "repatterned", through intentional application,
repetition, reinforcement

In simple terms, neuroplasticity theory suggests that the brain, neurological structure and
nervous system,

that the brain, neurological structure and nervous system, (and resultantly the autonomic
response

and experiential events. Neuroplasticity theory suggests a tangible physiology behind the
theoretical concept of

scientific fields of neuroplasticity are still in their infancy, but theoretical and psychological
applications

psychological applications of neuroplasticity theory in the areas of "consciousness studies"
and "
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core
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Gland, and the neuron networks of the neurological system. The organic E-LAi-sian

networks of the neurological system. The organic E-LAi-sian Time-Wave Rhythms, and

Chi-TEi Membrane Neurological Plasma Template. This blockage has caused Earth"s
biological life-field

mutation of the neurological structure. Following the inorganic Circadian uNet BPR", organic
foundational neuronal

BPR", organic foundational neuronal pathways (through which the eternal E-LAi-sian Time-

grow (via neurogenesis) in the embryonic stage of foundational development, do not grow,
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so experiences during
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science believed that neurogenesis slowed down early in life and stopped completely by
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by adulthood the neuronal networks, and the cognitive/perceptual filters and bio-electrical-
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the "hardwired neuronal circuitry" of the brain and nervous system. This "nature"(

"h ardwired" neuronal circuitry formed in childhood sets the perceptual filters, and
neurological,
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occurs
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response
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theoretical concept of

scientific fields of neuroplasticity are still in their infancy, but theoretical and psychological
applications
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